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to cast a fishing spell, first open the spellbook, then select "fish". the fishing skill will be
cast and will not consume any mana. you will receive no skill points at the end of the

casting. casting the spell will show a fishing bobber on the body of water you cast from.
move your cursor over the bobber, and it will turn into the interaction cursor. wait for the

bobber to splash, then click it (within 34 seconds) to draw the fishing line in. depending on
the area you're fishing and your fishing skill, you may either catch something useful, or

you will catch a junk item like driftwood. you can then repeat the whole process by using
the fishing skill again. the level cap of fishing is 10, so only craftable fishing items can be
used for fishing up to this point. the level cap of fishing skill is 30, so you will be able to

craft a fishing pole using fish pole. the skill level required to guarantee no junk catches is
equivalent to the old no getaway level. it's also possible to catch the [baby sea turtle], an

achievement which is a mounted fish. however, this requires 50 skill points, the most
expensive mount in the game. the baby sea turtle is a mount, but it's so rare that it cannot

be sold on the auction house. casting the spell will show a fishing bobber on the body of
water you cast from. move your cursor over the bobber, and it will turn into the interaction
cursor. wait for the bobber to splash, then click it (within 34 seconds) to draw the fishing
line in. depending on the area you're fishing and your fishing skill, you may either catch
something useful, or you will catch a junk item like driftwood. you can then repeat the

whole process by using the fishing skill again.
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fish can be split into three categories: common, rare, and epic. all three categories are divided into
levels, with each level offering the opportunity to catch a fish of a certain type. in order for a fish to

be considered common, it must be level 1, level 2, or level 3. for the rarest fish, the level requirement
increases to level 5, level 8, and level 11, respectively. the list of common, rare, and epic fish can be
found below. once you have obtained the fishing skill to the level of fish and fishing floats at the level

below, you will have the option to buy fishing floats. these fishing floats are used to increase the
number of successful casts required to level up the fishing skill, and are sold in both vendor and trade
goods/fishing supplies vendors. in addition to the previous achievements, this new achievement has

been added to the fishing guide. to earn it, you must catch a fish that is either rare or epic of a
specific level. the list of fish to catch can be found below. fish can be bought from vendors and fishing

supply vendors. fish that are common can be found in any fishing spot. fish that are rare can be
found at fishing spots requiring the fishing skill of level 5, level 8, and level 11. fish that are epic can

be found at fishing spots requiring the fishing skill of level 15, level 20, and level 25. the following
table lists the fish that are available to catch at each level, as well as the number of successful casts

that are required to get to the next level. the total number of casts required to level up fishing is
given at the end of each table. 5ec8ef588b
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